The MIT Undergraduate Association (UGA) presented joint committee members with the plan to renovate East Campus and Senior House and move their residents to west campus dormitories.

Arthur C. Smith, dean for undergraduate education and student affairs, said, "This is the last year we would like to do something for the future. East House and Senior House are both very crowded and it would be a good time to renovate them." 

The committee will be primarily concerned with exploring independent options, collecting and verifying information, collecting student concerns, and ensuring that students have been "substantially and sufficiently included in the process of planning and decision-making," according to the mission statement.

The committee will work on organizing correspondence, contacting alumni, and arranging meetings with administrators in various Institute offices, Lakshmimaran said.

The group "has organized itself in order to ally student concerns regarding the future status of East Campus and Senior House." 

The committee will also discuss the idea of student representation on the administration planning committee. Several residents and former residents of East Campus and Senior House were also present at the DSL meeting.

John S. Hollywood '96, chair of the committee, said that students need to have input on the planning committee, both for the short-term issues concerning the dormitories and for longer-term planning projects.

In a meeting last week, Randall indicated to UA President Robert M. Randolph, chair of the UA Board of Directors, that the committee "has organized itself in order to ally student concerns regarding the future status of East Campus and Senior House." 
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The committee will work on organizing correspondence, contacting alumni, and arranging meetings with administrators in various Institute offices, Lakshmimaran said.

The group "has organized itself in order to ally student concerns regarding the future status of East Campus and Senior House." 

The committee will also discuss the idea of student representation on the administration planning committee. Several residents and former residents of East Campus and Senior House were also present at the DSL meeting.

John S. Hollywood '96, chair of the committee, said that students need to have input on the planning committee, both for the short-term issues concerning the dormitories and for longer-term planning projects.

In a meeting last week, Randall indicated to UA President Robert M. Randolph, chair of the UA Board of Directors, that the committee "has organized itself in order to ally student concerns regarding the future status of East Campus and Senior House."
Lawyer Confirms Smith's Confession in Sons' Deaths

THE WASHINGTON POST

With bits and pieces of his client's life story emerging, the attorney for the two murdered Monday who should authorities was planning to kill herself as well as her children the evening before they were shot and burned in their safety seats, to die at the bottom of a remote fishing lake.

Lawyer David Bruck said that one of the defenses he is considering is that "he was not in control of his mind" it is one of many options under consideration.

Bruck confirmed the accuracy of portions Smith's written confession, first reported Sunday by Cable News Network, in which she recounted her suicide plan.

With Democratic control of the Senate, the Alabama congressman hanging in the balance, Clinton teamed up with first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton. In a series of eight to nine parts, the president described the eight to nine day of campaigning in which he does, he described his plan as "an amazing election."

All 435 House seats and 33 Senate seats are at stake Tuesday in what will be the voters' first assessment of the first two years of the Clinton presidency as well as the entire 103rd Congress. There are also 32-36 Senate seats at stake.

Democrats have a 56 to 44 majority in the Senate, meaning Republicans need to pick up a net of seven seats to gain control for the next two years of potentially critical legislation. The Republicans will need to win a net of 40 seats to control both chambers of the House for the first time since 1954.

A batch of weekend polls that measured the electorate's perceptions that the choice of candidates most voting for the first time since the 1950s, more Americans perceive Republicans to be most likely to deliver.

Democrats could turn on a handful of races that appeared too close to call, including contests in Pennsylvania, Ohio and New Mexico where Republican incumbents are in trouble.

The ITAA, which represents 325 software and hardware companies, plans to turn over relevant comments to the Justice Department, which is reviewing whether the proposed deal might squashed competition.

The FAA, an independent agency that investigators major air crashes and makes recommendations, said it agreed with the FAA action but said the recommendation does not go far enough.

The reach of software giant Microsoft Corp. has so vexed some in the computer industry that a major trade association is convening two meetings to talk about it.

Microsoft announced on October 13 that it planned to buy Intuit for $1.9 billion. The deal has agitated by this proposed transaction.

"This is a dramatic acquisition by a very elite and powerful company," said Bernard Goldstein, who will chair a special ITAA committee to solicit industry comments on the deal. "We want to understand why many firms in the information technology industry are agitating by this proposed transaction.

The ITAA, which represents 325 software and hardware companies, plans to turn over relevant comments to the Justice Department, which is reviewing whether the proposed deal might squashed competition.

Microsoft's acquisition of the Microsoft Corporation, most of which fly in the United States. Those standards also 35-36 Senate seats at stake. The White House also fears the prospect of this election as a measuring stick for the Republican Senate committee chair to charge of confirming administrative nominees or empowered to hold hearings on difficult issues like Medicare and Whitewater real estate investment.

In addition, Democrats' ability to prevent the White House from nominating the largest statehouses, including the Senate committee chair to charge of confirming administrative nominees or empowered to hold hearings on difficult issues like Medicare and Whitewater real estate investment.
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U.S. Ready to Help N. Korea Develop Economic Ties

EIELSON AIR FORCE BASE, ALASKA

Extending a new olive branch to North Korea, the Clinton administration indicated Monday that it is prepared to support the development of economic ties between the Pyongyang regime and the rest of Asia. Secretary of State Warren Christopher gave U.S. backing to a new initiative by South Korean President Kim Young Sam, who said in a speech Monday that he would lift the ban on South Korean business contacts with North Korea. The South Korean president also said he would give the green light for North Korea to develop economic ties with the rest of Asia.

"As a long-term goal, it is entirely appropriate," Christopher told reporters aboard his plane on the first leg of an 11-day trip to Asia. He said the United States hopes to bring North Korea "into the company of civilized nations and to show them the opportunities that go with better relations."

Suggesting that North Korea may eventually get membership in region-wide organizations signifies a new step for the Clinton administration, which had agreed in the past only to exchange diplomatic liaison offices with the Pyongyang regime. North Korea is not now a member of any of the East Asian regional organizations.

Christopher acknowledged Monday that the United States has many outstanding problems with North Korea, including those related to terrorism and weapons proliferation.

Court Lets Stand Illinois Decision Awarding Boy to Biological Father

THE WASHINGTON POST

The U.S. Supreme Court let stand Monday an emotion-charged Illinois decision to remove a 3 1/2-year-old boy from the home of his adoptive parents and award custody to his biological father. The decision ostensibly set off a wave of legal battles over a state law that was enacted specifically to keep the child with the adoptive parents.

The high court ruled, without comment, effectively affirmed a unanimous decision by the Illinois Supreme Court in June in what has become known as the "Baby Richard" case. The Illinois justices, overturning lower court findings, ruled that the biological father, Dr. Karl Kricker, had not surrendered his parental rights and nullified the 1991 adoption of the boy.

The case, one of several recent high profile disputes between biological and adoptive parents, caused an upsurge here and attracted national attention. It also led to the hurried enactment by the Illinois General Assembly of a law requiring a court hearing on the child's best interest to determine if the child should be returned to the biological parents, which was the case under previous law, or remain in the custody of the couple who sought adoption. The law appeared Monday to represent the adoptive parents' last hope of retaining custody of the boy.
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This year marks Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's 32nd year in the U.S. Senate and his sixth bid for re-election. Kennedy's opponent, venture capitalist Mitt Romney, has challenged Kennedy for his seat on the grounds that, as a moderate Republican, he can better represent the interests of the Massachusetts electorate. However, given the tone of the campaign, it seems that Romney's plan to take down current recipients of welfare already exists and a time limit on welfare benefits. While Kennedy can be described as "workfare," his emphasis on time limits without job training and child care programs will doom current recipients to failure.

On the issue of welfare reform, both Romney and Kennedy believe that current welfare recipients would be better off working. The problem is that Romney's plan to slash state government, which already exists and a time limit on welfare benefits. While Kennedy has consistently supported President Clinton's budget cuts and tax hikes for the wealthy, he has a certain reticence to go further than the President himself expected.

Other issues such as health care reform, crime, and foreign policy have been handled briefly. On health care reform, Romney has moved to the right and now pushes the "managed competition" plan favored by Clinton. Romney has argued that little reform is better than none at all. If Kennedy has been accused of staking to out a "stout" stance, but Kennedy has also emphasized the need to improve education and support programs to get kids off the streets. To this Romney has only argued for more family values, something over which he would have little control as a senator.

The contrast between Kennedy and Romney is most clear on foreign policy issues. Romney supports the approach used by Bush and Clinton; in other words, a multilateral approach designed to foster cooperation to bring stability and order to the world scene. Romney has announced that he would not support such a policy and would scale back U.S. involvement in world affairs to the point where we would only act when U.S. lives, territory, or the economy were at stake.

All of these issues—welfare, health care, the budget, and foreign policy—were handled with the ease and consideration that is accompanied by a realistic and reasonable turf. Job training, moderate health care reform, real deficit-cutting, and multilateral diplomacy are responsible positions.

Massachusetts voters should also understand that no matter who they vote for, they will elect a candidate who does more than just talk about issues. Most major political figures are now engaged in a series of compromises that represent concessions on the part of many individuals. Many Republicans in Congress have rejected compromise measures and took the road of filibuster and gridlock. Those senators so engaged feel that their constituents' interests are best served by their abstention from the process of legislation.

If re-elected senator, Ted Kennedy will continue to be at the heart of the legislative process, forming and shaping legislation to meet his constituents' concerns. Kennedy has been engaged on the issues, and we feel that Massachusetts voters should cast their ballots for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy today.

Weld's Successful Record Wins Merits His Re-election

But more important than his fiscal reform efforts, Weld has worked to attract businesses to the state. He has done a good job of developing an economic base for the state, which has been and will undoubtedly continue to be run by the Democrats. As governor, Weld has cooperated with Democratic legislators in crafting legislation in 1993 that allowed for an investment tax credit and a much-needed fund for businesses dealing in emerging technologies. Weld's aggressive efforts to finalize the state's dated judicial system and succeed in passing a substantial court reform bill. Weld worked with the legislature to reform the state's judicial system and avoid narrowly passage this year, and may be passed later in a mildly altered form.

For all his flaws, Weld even worked with Rep. Mark Roosevelt when the latter was crafting and pushing his own education reform bill.

Put Posters on Bulletin Boards, Not Trees

I am appalled at the blatant disregard for the environment when they come up with the chintzily staple posters to the trees along Amherst Street. While walking to the Institute one morning, a man stuck posters all along Amherst Street. It was total.

Apparently, the Intercollege Asian Student Council (ISC) does not have the resources to put up poster trees as well. Earlier this month, I saw that the MIT Chinese Student's Club had also posted their posters on Amherst Street. Trees are not conveniently placed at regular intervals simply so people can staple posters on them. You have quite enough bulletin boards at the Institute and in each dormitory to serve that function. I personally walk down a street lined with trees and am convinced that other people do as well. So why stick your advertisements on a tree, and skin off money from special state funds. While his administration gets. which through their sharp spending cuts and tax hikes for the wealthy, have cut the deficit even more than the President himself expected.

Other issues such as health care reform, crime, and foreign policy have been handled briefly. On health care reform, Romney has moved to the right and now pushes the "managed competition" plan favored by Clinton. Romney has argued that little reform is better than none at all. If Kennedy has been accused of staking to out a "stout" stance, but Kennedy has also emphasized the need to improve education and support programs to get kids off the streets. To this Romney has only argued for more family values, something over which he would have little control as a senator.

The contrast between Kennedy and Romney is most clear on foreign policy issues. Romney supports the approach used by Bush and Clinton; in other words, a multilateral approach designed to foster cooperation to bring stability and order to the world scene. Romney has announced that he would not support such a policy and would scale back U.S. involvement in world affairs to the point where we would only act when U.S. lives, territory, or the economy were at stake.

All of these issues—welfare, health care, the budget, and foreign policy—were handled with the ease and consideration that is accompanied by a realistic and reasonable turf. Job training, moderate health care reform, real deficit-cutting, and multilateral diplomacy are responsible positions.

Massachusetts voters should also understand that no matter who they vote for, they will elect a candidate who does more than just talk about issues. Most major political figures are now engaged in a series of compromises that represent concessions on the part of many individuals. Many Republicans in Congress have rejected compromise measures and took the road of filibuster and gridlock. Those senators so engaged feel that their constituents' interests are best served by their abstention from the process of legislation.

If re-elected senator, Ted Kennedy will continue to be at the heart of the legislative process, forming and shaping legislation to meet his constituents' concerns. Kennedy has been engaged on the issues, and we feel that Massachusetts voters should cast their ballots for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy today.

New Telephone Directory Incorrect, Unnecessary

The printed MIT student telephone directory is almost completely wrong. This has resulted from lack of coordination between the Registrar's Office and the Housing Office. You should probably look yourself up and call me at 327-7772. Raka Muposti '96

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor:

I am appalled at the blatant disregard for the environment when they come up with the chintzily staple posters to the trees along Amherst Street. While walking to the Institute one morning, a man stuck posters all along Amherst Street. It was total.

Apparently, the Intercollege Asian Student Council (ISC) does not have the resources to put up poster trees as well. Earlier this month, I saw that the MIT Chinese Student's Club had also posted their posters on Amherst Street. Trees are not conveniently placed at regular intervals simply so people can staple posters on them. You have quite enough bulletin boards at the Institute and in each dormitory to serve that function. I personally walk down a street lined with trees and am convinced that other people do as well. So why stick your advertisements on a tree, and skin off money from special state funds. While his administration gets. which through their sharp spending cuts and tax hikes for the wealthy, have cut the deficit even more than the President himself expected.

Other issues such as health care reform, crime, and foreign policy have been handled briefly. On health care reform, Romney has moved to the right and now pushes the "managed competition" plan favored by Clinton. Romney has argued that little reform is better than none at all. If Kennedy has been accused of staking to out a "stout" stance, but Kennedy has also emphasized the need to improve education and support programs to get kids off the streets. To this Romney has only argued for more family values, something over which he would have little control as a senator.

The contrast between Kennedy and Romney is most clear on foreign policy issues. Romney supports the approach used by Bush and Clinton; in other words, a multilateral approach designed to foster cooperation to bring stability and order to the world scene. Romney has announced that he would not support such a policy and would scale back U.S. involvement in world affairs to the point where we would only act when U.S. lives, territory, or the economy were at stake.

All of these issues—welfare, health care, the budget, and foreign policy—were handled with the ease and consideration that is accompanied by a realistic and reasonable turf. Job training, moderate health care reform, real deficit-cutting, and multilateral diplomacy are responsible positions.

Massachusetts voters should also understand that no matter who they vote for, they will elect a candidate who does more than just talk about issues. Most major political figures are now engaged in a series of compromises that represent concessions on the part of many individuals. Many Republicans in Congress have rejected compromise measures and took the road of filibuster and gridlock. Those senators so engaged feel that their constituents' interests are best served by their abstention from the process of legislation.

If re-elected senator, Ted Kennedy will continue to be at the heart of the legislative process, forming and shaping legislation to meet his constituents' concerns. Kennedy has been engaged on the issues, and we feel that Massachusetts voters should cast their ballots for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy today.
Weld Works Well
With the Legislature

Weld, from Page 4

reform bill. While Roosevelt lost control of his bill and the legisla-
ture ended up with a pork-lined spending package, Weld did what he
could to support the junior legislature’s efforts. When the new legis-
lature is sworn in next January, it will not have to deal with a fiery
conservative governor bent on frustrating every effort. Legislators
can count on Weld to work with them to fashion reasonable
compromises. Indeed, Weld is an example to other Republicans who
should be tempted to follow his path-breaking, conciliatory
approach.

For his part, candidate Roosevelt has promised that as governor
he would do more than Weld on protecting the environment and pro-
viding for education. Given his advocacy of these thorny issues in
the legislature, he might very well be expected to follow through on
such promises. In his debates with Weld, Roosevelt has demonstrat-
ed a wonk’s understanding of these and other social issues. On other
points, however, the Roosevelt campaign has had difficulty sticking
out a position, especially regarding the economy and crime. One
would think it would be hard for even Roosevelt to beat out Weld on
these issues.

While we support Weld for re-election we feel that Roosevelt
deserves a special commendation for the manner in which he has run
his campaign. Roosevelt has operated as an underdog, always over-
shadowed by Weld’s towering lead in the polls. Unlike other can-
didates in his position, however, Roosevelt has not attempted the cyni-
cal, negative smear tactics often used to bring down an opponent’s
lead. Indeed, it is Weld who has used negative advertisements on
Roosevelt, sometimes misrepresenting Roosevelt’s position on
crime and social issues.

Though we commend Roosevelt for his issues-oriented, positive
strategy, we feel that Weld’s record as governor has proven
that he can work with the legislature to effectively run the state’s
government. For this he deserves re-election.

Undergraduate Association

Attention
All Student Groups

Requests for funding for the Spring term
from the UA Finance Board are due by 6PM
THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1994 in the
Finance Board mailbox in the UA Office
(W20-401). The funding request forms are
available in the UA Office and on Athena. To
access them electronically,

For more info, please contact David Lee (davellee@mit), Evelyn
Kao (evelyn@mit), or Doug Wyatt (dwyatt@mit)

Join a UA Committee and get
involved in the issues

1. Student Life - Investigate issues such as
Food Services, Card Keys, Medical Care, and
Advising at MIT. It will look at problems in these
areas and assess how they can be improved.

2. Educational Policy - This committee will be study-
ing the changes proposed on the current grading
system by the Committee on Academic Performance.

3. Social - This committee will be planning cam-

For more info, email veej@mit or cmuh@mit.
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We need a Peace Corps
volunteer. Interested?
The first step is easy.
Call 1-800-424-8580
Ext. 93.

PeaceCorps.
The toughest job you’ll ever love.
Metro

Want to know more? Give us a call. 1-800-GO2-METRO.

Get to know the newest Geo. Metro at your Chevrolet/Geo dealer.

Metro comes with first-time buyer assistance.

And that's just the beginning... zero... zero... zero... warranty covers Metro from one end to the other.

Metro-compare gets an EPA city MPG of 44 in the city and 49 on the highway.

The newest Geo. Metro. From $8,395.

You might not need it.

At 44 MPG/city.

Plenty of money left for gas.

At $8,395, you'll have
Letters To The Editor

Ashdown House.

Much has been said about opposition to this possible plan on the part of undergraduate residents of East Campus, but one point of view which seems not to have yet been expressed is that of the graduate students affected by this plan.

As a resident of Ashdown House, I, like many others who live there, do not like the idea of Ashdown being converted to an undergraduate dormitory. It may seem that Ashdown is not suited for graduate housing, or that graduate students would prefer to live in a different kind of residence, but in fact there are many graduate students who choose to live in Ashdown because of the sense of community which can be found there, and which is unique to this one dormitory.

Ashdown community exists partly because of the housing style. Because people share kitchens and common living areas, there are many opportunities to get to know fellow residents. There is also an active student leadership in the dormitory, which organizes many activities for residents. In addition, there are events organized by housemaster Vernon Ingram and his wife which add to the feeling of community. This vibrant community could be lost forever if the plan to move undergraduates into Ashdown goes through.

Not only does Ashdown have a strong community, it also has a feeling of history and tradition associated with it. Ashdown House, MIT’s first graduate dormitory, has served that function since the building was purchased by MIT in 1918.

Moving undergraduate residents to Ashdown House would not only affect the lives of those undergraduates, it would also affect the many graduate students who currently live in Ashdown, as well as those who will hopefully live there in the future. This plan has the potential to destroy a community which has an important impact on the experiences of many MIT graduate students.

Jennifer A. Sullivan

GSC Feels Ashdown Plans Deserve Graduate Input

We were quite concerned to read the articles and editorial on the housing situation in The Tech (“Deans Consider Moving All Undergrads To West Dorms,” and “Housing Plan Discussed Student Input,” Nov. 13) as they reflect a larger problem in MIT’s handling of the long-term housing situation. There appears to be a lack of concern for the impact of any housing changes on graduate student life at MIT.

As The Tech coverage mentioned, undergraduates are upset because of the tradition that would be lost if the residents of East Campus and Senior House were moved to west campus. Yet it was never mentioned that the building they would move into, Ashdown House, is the oldest graduate housing facility on campus. When the graduate students are relocated to points unknown, there too will be a loss of tradition.

Ashdown House has a culture which is currently not replicated in any other place on campus. It is the only housing option that offers dormitory-style living to graduate students at MIT. In addition, it is the only graduate housing facility that is centrally located on campus. Although it is believed that any displaced graduate students will be relocated within 2 miles of campus, this does not guarantee that the new residence will be as convenient as Ashdown. Both the dormitory-style living and location represent housing features which are very important to the current and alumni graduate students who have called Ashdown home.

As is so often the case, we acknowledge that any change involves some degree of pain and loss. However, we also recognize that sometimes change, albeit inconvenient, is necessary for the greater good. After careful consideration, one might conclude that Ashdown should be transformed into an undergraduate dormitory. Graduate students could potentially benefit from a new facility. If a change of location is deemed best, it is important that the attractive features of Ashdown are incorporated into whatever facilities are built or renovated.

Furthermore, we believe that it is important that the needs and views of graduate students be included in this decision-making process, and that they are not treated as second or third order effects.

The very near future, the Graduate Student Council will be distributing a survey to all graduate students living on campus to determine the housing needs of graduate students. We strongly encourage students to respond to the survey, and also that the decision-makers in the administration incorporate the results into the process.

Roger G. Kermode
President, Graduate Student Council

Susan L. Jepi
Secretary, Graduate Student Council

Joseph J. Bambenek
Housing and Community Affairs Committee Chairman

East Side Student Committee Should Work With Ashdown

One thing not discussed in the two articles in The Tech (“Deans Consider Moving All Undergrads To West Dorms,” Nov. 1, “EC, Senior House Residents Meet To Discuss Housing,” Nov. 4) was how the graduate students of Ashdown House feel about turning Ashdown into an undergraduate dormitory (either partially or completely).

Most residents of Ashdown that I have talked to are against the idea because it would begin the process of disrupting a graduate community that has existed for over 75 years. In comparison to Tang and Edgerton House, Ashdown is in the most social graduate dorm. Many residents like living there because of this social atmosphere and would not like to see this aspect of the dorm destroyed. Ashdown residents urge the committee that is making these decisions to discuss their proposals with Ashdown residents before making any recommendations.

Thomas H. Burbine
Ashdown Chairperson

WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.

OR GET A RIDE
WITH A STRANGER.

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse. When you drink, get a ride with a friend. It’s the best call you can make.
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STUDENT TRAVEL

London ......................... 617-6418
Paris ................................ 528
Mexico City ......................... 294
Carcacas .............................. 623
Tokyo .................................. 839
Buenos Aires ......................... 1083
Sydney ................................. 1269

Rates are roundtrip. Tax not included. Some restrictions apply.

ST A TRAVEL

645 MAI. AUBURN ST.
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
617-877-4623

M.I.T.
The Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar Presents
The Tenth Anniversary Lecture by

Dr. Riad Tabbarah
Ambassador of Lebanon to the United States

“The Political Reconstruction of Lebanon”

Tuesday, November 15, 1994
4:30-6:30 pm

E51-004
70 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies
Career opportunities at J.P. Morgan

for 1st and 2nd year Sloan graduate business students interested in

Sales, Trading, and Research

Please plan to attend our information presentation on
Monday, November 14
6:00 pm
The Ritz-Carlton, Ballroom

JPMorgan

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer
College Journalists Attend Special Event Sponsored by Ford

By Pradeep Sreekanthan

Two weeks ago, I participated in a program for college journalists sponsored by the Ford Motor Company.

At the Dearborn Proving Grounds, we watched a Taurus and "Beverly Hills 90210" star makes appearance.

We also had the opportunity to test drive several new cars, including the Ecostar, which was introduced us to the Ecostar, which is a zero emission electric car. This small, front wheel drive delivery vehicle is not available to the average consumer. However, it is currently being tested internally by Ford and by fleet customers.

Another highlight was the alternative fuel vehicles being developed at Ford's Scientific Research Laboratory. Engineer Beth Ardizzone introduced us to the Ecostar, which is a zero emission electric car. This small, front wheel drive delivery vehicle is not available to the average consumer. However, it is currently being tested internally by Ford and by fleet customers.

Ford's Flexible Fuel Vehicles, also under development at the laboratory, can run on different compositions of gasoline and ethanol or methanol. At the heart of these cars are sensors that detect the percentage of ethanol or methanol in the fuel and adjust the fuel flow and spark timing accordingly. The natural gas vehicles were also available for test drives, but I was dismayed by the lack of power.

The weekend was packed with other events, including a financing and leasing seminar, a recyclability presentation, a dummy-lab tour, and a pleasant trip to downtown Detroit.

Mental illness has warning signs, too.

For a free booklet about mental illness, call:

National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 27388, Washington, D.C. 20013
1-800-869-6384 (FMHA).

Learn to see the warning signs.

BURCHARD SCHOLARS PROGRAM

ALL MIT JUNIORS AND SENIORS

The 1995 BURCHARD SCHOLARS PROGRAM IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

The Burchard Scholars Program brings together members of the MIT faculty and promising juniors and sophomores who have demonstrated excellence in some aspect of the humanities and social sciences as well as in science or engineering. Twenty Burchard Scholars are invited to a series of dinner-seminars throughout the year to discuss topics of current interest introduced by faculty members and visiting scholars. The 1995 program begins in February.

For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, School of Humanities and Social Science, E51-234 (x3-8961) or the HASS Information Office, 14N-408 (x3-4443).

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1994

SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN, SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Lazard Frères & Co. is seeking bright and highly motivated college graduates to join the Banking Group as Financial Analysts beginning in August 1995.

Qualified candidates should have an outstanding academic record and be willing to work hard in an unstructured environment which values initiative, maturity and enthusiasm for learning. Academic backgrounds may vary so long as candidates are comfortable with numbers and enjoy quantitative work.

Analysts will participate in a one-month training program concentrating on corporate finance and accounting. Analysts will then become integral members of the Banking Group, joining small transaction teams to provide financial advisory services to the firm's clients.

There will be a presentation by the Firm's representatives on November 10 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 4-145.

First round interviews will be held in New York in January 1995. Interested students can leave resumes at the Career Placement Office and/or may also send a resume and cover letter to:

Daniel B. Zwirn  
Lazard Frères & Co.  
One Rockefeller Plaza, 30th Floor  
New York, NY 10020

Please see the attached overview of Lazard Frères & Co. Information about the firm will also be available at the Career Placement Office.
Friday's sunny weather brought many students out to sit on the Student Center steps to enjoy what may have been one of the last warm days of the year.

Some People Commit Child Abuse Before Their Child Is Even Born.

According to the surgeon general, smoking by a pregnant woman may result in a child's premature birth, low birth weight and fetal injury. If that's not child abuse, then what is?

Two essential ingredients for a perfect date:

A date and this.

It's everywhere you want to be.
M.I.T.
The Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar and
The Program in Women’s Studies
Present
Ms. Hanan Al-Shaykh
Distinguished Lebanese Writer
“Women, War and Literature In Contemporary Lebanon”
Wednesday, November 9, 1994
4:30-6:30 pm
E51-004
70 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Discuss Your Future With General Electric

Who?
BS and MS candidates in electrical engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, and nuclear engineering.

What?
The General Electric Technical Recruiting Team will be conducting campus interviews at the MIT Career Office for challenging career opportunities within one of the most diversified companies in the world. Contact your placement office to schedule an interview with one of our technical managers. Six GE businesses will be interviewing for our new Technical Leadership Program.

This two-year program offers unique on-the-job experience and formal training in:
• Design and Development
• Manufacturing and Sourcing
• Sales and Service

For more information on these programs and the major business areas available, refer to the General Electric file available in your placement office.

When and Where?
Tuesday, November 15th and Wednesday, November 16th at the MIT Career Office.

The future is working at General Electric

POLICE LOG
The following incidents were reported to the Campus Police from Oct. 28 to Nov. 4:
Oct. 28: Bldg. 12, room broken into, foreign currency stolen and other items stolen, $3,775; Bldg. 26, keys stolen; Green Hall, bicycle stolen, $100; 77 Massachusetts Ave., male arrested for trespassing; East Campus, harassing phone calls.
Oct. 30: 77 Massachusetts Ave., male arrested for attempted larceny of a bicycle; Rockwell Cage, past assault while playing basketball; Bldg. 7, camera stolen, $400; Bldg. E38, suspicious activity; Bldg. 4, Athena cluster chairs stolen, $260.
Nov. 1: East Campus, harassing phone calls; MacGregor House, bicycle stolen, $250; Walker, computer software stolen, $125; Bldg. 6, couch stolen and chairs stolen, $900.
Nov. 2: Astro-turf, wallet left unattended was stolen and later recovered; Student Center bicycle rack, bicycle stolen, $120.
Nov. 3: Burton-Conner House, bicycle stolen, $300; Bldg. 66, (1) portable compact disc player stolen, $150; (2) portable radio stolen, $50; (3) suspicious activity; Astro-turf, backpack left unattended stolen, $40; Bldg. 16, attempted theft of a bicycle; Bexley Hall, annoying phone calls.
Nov. 4: Bldg. 4, Athena cluster chair stolen, $130; Bldg. WI 1, bicycle seat stolen, $50; Bldg. 8, suspicious activity.
Nov. 5: Bldg. E25, suspicious activity; Johnson Athletic Center, bicycle stolen, $550.

MINORITY MBA CAREER FORUM
Saturday, November 12, 1994
The Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MA
Minority MBA 1st- and 2nd-year students! Come meet with leading employers. Also attend a Pre-Forum Reception Friday, Nov. 11 7:30 - 9:30 pm at The Charles Hotel. FREE ADMISSION!

For more information please call:
Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc. Tel. (617) 868-0181

This event is for U.S. citizens and students authorized to work in the U.S.

This two-year program offers unique on-the-job experience and formal training in:
• Design and Development
• Manufacturing and Sourcing
• Sales and Service

Kaplan students get the most complete test preparation materials available, including computer-analyzed practice tests, home-study materials and a training library.

Classes in Cambridge start soon.
Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST
great skills...
great scores...
KAPLAN

great skills...
Kaplan helps you focus your test studies and build your confidence so you can get a higher score.

Classes in Cambridge start soon.
Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score
Campus Police Responds to Rash of Bicycle Thefts

By Steven S. Wang

In response to the recent increase of on-campus bicycle thefts, the Campus Police Crime Prevention Unit released a bulletin of theft-prevention suggestions last week.

Thirty-nine bicycles were reported stolen in September, according to the bulletin written by Sergeant Cheryl Vossmer. From Oct. 1-26, there were another 18 reports of stolen bicycles and four reports of stolen parts, the bulletin said.

Most of the thefts occurred on Thursdays and Sundays, Vossmer said. The value of the stolen bicycles ranged from $40 to $1,200 and included various styles from three-speeds to mountain bicycles, she said.

Ian S. Eslick '95, a recent bicycle theft victim, described his situation: "There I was, taking a quick dip into a Shogun Prairie Breaker II, it was not registered with the Campus Police. Esther Kim '96 had her bicycle stolen from the Student Center bicycle rack about three weeks ago. "I was only gone for two hours, and someone made off with my locked bicycle," she said.

Kim had an Iron Horse AT50 mountain bicycle which was registered with the Campus Police. In order to prevent bicycle thefts and aid in recovery of stolen bicycles, Chief of Campus Police Anne Glavin recommended that students register their bicycles, use good locks, and report suspicious activity to the police.

Registering Bikes Is Important

"The best thing students can do to deter theft is to register bicycles with the Campus Police," Glavin said. The police keep a record of bicycles and their serial numbers, which help locate the owner if the bicycle is found, she said.

People can register at Campus Police headquarters between 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday, Glavin said.

"Another thing the students can do is to use good quality locks, not cables or chains," Glavin said.

We recommend the [beadlock] bicycle compound at Building 13, which is better than most areas on campus," Glavin said. The compound is accessible using a card key which can be purchased for $5 from the Campus Police parking and traffic division.

Vossmer suggested using a high security U-lock fitted with a security collar or a plunger or T. Students with Krampus U-locks can get a free collar from the Campus Police, she said.

Vossmer advised securing both a wheel and the frame to an object, with the lock placed as close to the ground as possible.

Since Oct. 28, Campus Police have increased the number of uniformed and plain clothes patrols, Vossmer said. "We also working with other college and local police departments to identify suspects," she said.

"We know from past arrests we have made, and from comparing notes with other university police departments in the area that most of the thieves are not students but career criminals," Glavin said. "Our officers have been informed to keep an eye out for [these] individuals."

Institution regulations prohibit the securing of a bicycle to a stair handrail or in a hallway, Vossmer said. There is a fine of $25 to $50 if the bicycle is left for more than 24 hours.

The GSC officers called for input to the discussion on the idea of graduate students' opinions, which they will then bring to the administration, he said.

GSC Calls for Input, Will Distribute Housing Survey

At the conclusion of the discussion, Hollywood said he would ask the UA Executive Committee to approve a motion asking for two undergraduate representatives on the planning committee.

Students also concerned

Kermode and other GSC officers expressed concern over the possibility of what the students would like about housing facilities, and how the student union should handle the situation.

The GSC officers called for including "the needs and views of graduate students" in the decision-making process, and that graduate students not be "treated as second or third class students," Kermode said.

The GSC will be distributing a housing survey to all graduate students living on-campus within the next few weeks, Kermode said. The survey is designed to find out what graduate students like about housing, he said.

The survey will focus on housing in general, rather than the current proposals, Kermode said. The questions will be about the particular features students most desire.

"The survey will help the GSC get an idea of graduate students' opinions, which they will then bring to the administration, he said.

Get Down To Business with Smarter Values from The Coop.

Make The Coop your headquarters for computers, software, printers, calculators, and more.

Lotus

Lotus

Lotus

Lotus

Microsoft Office 4.3 Professional for Windows.

Microsoft Office 4.2 Standard for Windows.

Microsoft Office 4.2 for Macintosh.

Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted?

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

This space donated by The Tech

McKinsey & Company, Inc.

Management Consultants
cordially invites MS and PhD students and Post docs
in science and engineering
to a presentation describing our work in Greater China

Date: Sunday, November 13, 1994
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Place: Cambridge Hyatt
575 Memorial Drive
John F. Kennedy Ballroom
RSVP: Please call Tracy Hammond (253-4733)
in the Career Planning and Placement office
if you plan to attend

We are seeking candidates for full-time consulting positions in our Hong Kong,
Shanghai and Taiwan offices. Candidates should have the ability to speak, read and
write in either Cantonese or Mandarin. For more information, please contact Ellen
Holland, McKinsey & Company, Inc., 485 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022
(Tel: 1-800-221-1026, ext. 1074)
Forum Angers Some Audience Members

Chomsky, from Page 1

throughout European history. "It is quite common that a persecuted group becomes a persecutor," he said. Audience members had the opportunity to voice their questions and comments after Chomsky and Shabak spoke. Some accused Chomsky and Shabak of exaggerating and not speaking the truth. One audience member called Chomsky a liar.

Another accused Chomsky of promoting "a cesspool of misinformation." Echoing the words of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin about Baruch Goldstein, the Jew who last February murdered 29 Palestinians in a mosque in Israel, the audience member said to Chomsky, "We spit you out with every bit of power we have.

Chomsky responded, "The feeling is mutual."

MIT, GEAC Will Work To Develop New System

Library, from Page 1

"We believe that this collaboration with a leader in the library automation industry will benefit all concerned," Anderson said. The system will enable students to search for information at MIT libraries and remote locations using the Internet, Anderson said. "The new system will enable students to search, store, and manipulate library information in a personalized manner," he said.

"Our hope is that the system will be user-friendly for everyone," Anderson said. To achieve this goal, the Libraries reference staff sent comments and suggestions to GEAC, he said.

The current system is based on computer designs from the 1970s, according to Anderson. A new system is necessary because the current system is vulnerable to failures, underpowered for modern information requirements, and unable to be networked easily, he said.

In reply to the audience's hostility, Shabak said that Jews who perpetuated a "dreadful, inhumanity" are "Jewish Nazis."

Another audience member angrily responded to Shabak, "You were lucky you survived [the Holocaust], but 6 million Jews didn't."

Several others said that Shabak's use of the phrase "Jewish Nazis" was disrespectful to the memory of the Holocaust. Shabak maintained that "Jews can become Nazis."

In response to a call, Campus Police asked one heckler to leave because he "was disrupting the event," according to Campus Police Lieutenant David A. Carlson. The person ejected from the event was not affiliated with MIT, Carlson said.

The forum will be broadcast on radio station WMFO 91.5 FM on Thursday, Nov. 11 from 10 a.m. to noon and again from 6-8 p.m.

Kappa Alpha Theta

DANCE-A-JHON and CASINO NJIGHT charity fundraiser FRIDAY - November 11, 1994 9pm - 1am Lobdell (all proceeds go towards Court Appointed Special Advocates)

Learn More About a Future With General Electric:

Student Information Session

Who? Engineers: Scientists:

Electrical Computer Science

Mechanical Mathematics

Chemical Physics

Nuclear Chemistry

Aeronautical

Computer

What? Technical Managers will provide information on career opportunities within General Electric's new TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM (TLP).

This two-year program offers unique on-the-job experience and formal training in:

- Design and Development
- Manufacturing and Sourcing
- Sales and Service

When and Where? Tuesday, November 14th, 7-9pm Building 4, Room 370.

What else? Light refreshments and handouts.

The future is working at General Electric
A.T. Kearney invites you to learn about career opportunities with a global management consulting firm dedicated to improving the competitive position of our clients.

Our Financial Services Group will be hosting an information session on Thursday, November 17 at 7:00pm in Building 4, Room 163.

Graduating seniors and graduate students are encouraged to attend.

Amsterdam • Atlanta • Barcelona • Berlin • Brussels • Chicago • Cleveland • Copenhagen • Dallas Denver • Düsseldorf • Helsinki • Hong Kong • Houston • London • Los Angeles • Madrid • Mexico City • Miami Milan • Minneapolis • Moscow • Munich • New York • Oslo • Paris • Phoenix • Prague • San Francisco São Paulo • Singapore • Stuttgart • Stockholm • Tokyo • Toronto • Washington, D.C.

Career opportunities at J.P Morgan

for 1st and 2nd year Sloan graduate business students interested in Sales, Trading, and Research

Please plan to attend our information presentation on Monday, November 14 6:00 pm The Ritz-Carlton Ballroom (MBA) The Petite Ballroom (Ph.D) Reception to follow for all students The Grand Ballroom

J.P Morgan

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer
The ARTS

Frankenstein chills with visual style, good acting

MARY SHELLEY'S FRANKENSTEIN
Directed by Kenneth Branagh.
Written by Stephen BY and Frank Darabont.
Starring Robert DeNiro, Kenneth Branagh, Tom Hulce, Helen Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, Ian Holm, and John Cleeve. Lorna Cetti.
By Carrie Perlman

In 1816 Mary Shelley and Percy Bysshe Shelley spent their summer in Geneva as the neighbors of Lord Byron. It was upon a suggestion from Lord Byron that each of them write a monster story that Mary Shelley inspired to create the horrific character of Doctor Victor Frankenstein.

Kenneth Branagh has remained fairly close to the original story in the newest film version of this tale of science-gone-bad. Branagh has created a film which is visually chilling, but hardly less excessive than the scenery. The acting is melodramatic and when a character dies everyone must be drenched in gory pools of blood.

While training to become a doctor, Frankenstein (Branagh) is obsessed by the possibilities of immortality due to the death of his mother during his childhood. Continuing the work of the eccentric Doctor Waldman (John Cleese), Frankenstein gathers his "raw materials" from the city morgue, stitches them together, and zaps the finished body with electricity until his creature comes to life. Branagh is convincing in the role of this lunatic who later lives to regret and to pay for what he has created.

Robert DeNiro is unrecognizable as the nameless creature, whose character has a lot of depth for a monster. The creature feels betrayed by Frankenstein, who brought him to life and then abandoned him. He is reasonable in his plea for a companion, but when Frankenstein refuses him his choice, he is willing to take his revenge. Frankenstein has succeeded beyond his desires in the creation of a rational, emotional, and vengeful being.

Helena Bonham Carter, as Frankenstein's adopted sister Elizabeth, and Tom Hulce, as Henry, play the characters who keep Frankenstein in touch with reality. Hulce is enjoyable as Frankenstein's bumbling buddy from medical school. Carte, whose character is Frankenstein's love interest, is fine at the start but by the end because the weak link in the chain, making what is intended to be a climactic and dramatic scene rather silly.

In all, Mary Shelley's Frankenstein deviates from the traditional Hollywood film versions of the story with a striking visual style and powerful lead performances, but is weakened by an eagerness to revel in melodrama and Victorian-era excess. The film is certainly not Branagh's best work, but the monster story remains a good one.

Director Kenneth Branagh
**Help Wanted**

**Healthy man needed as sperm donor.** Help others and earn up to $105/week. All ethnicities needed. Call to see if you qualify. 497-8848 M/F, 8:20-4:00. California Cryobank, Cambridge.

**Multimedia CD-ROM company seeks campus representative/promoter for hot new ski CD-ROM. Earn 25% commission.** Cell 1-800-959-0900.

**Travel and Work, Make up to $2000/mo. on Cruise Ships or $5,000+ as a spring break company! Cancun, has invited student to be part of their entertainment/production staff for Spring Break '95!** Also, has a plan for students to work/learn in foreign language! Call Jinan at 492-6229 or e-mail pradeep@mit.edu. Non-smokers preferred.

**Cruise Ships Hiring** Earn up to $2,000/mo. on Cruise Ships or $5,000+ as a spring break company! Cancun, has invited student to be part of their entertainment/production staff for Spring Break '95! Also, has a plan for students to work/learn in foreign language! Call Jinan at 492-6229 or e-mail pradeep@mit.edu. Non-smokers preferred.

**For Sale**

**Kramer guitar for sale** 3 pickups, Peavy amplifier with distortion, 2 pachboards, leather case. All for $250, negotiable. Call Al in at 494-8577.

**Computer for sale** IBM DX 386, 40 MHz, 120 MB hard drive. VGA monitor 256 K cache memory, 4 MB RAM, 2400 baud modem, sound card, mouse, keyboard, Windows 3.1 and DOS 5.0 are included. $750 firm. Call Al at 494-8577.

**Thinking of installing Linux? Or just need to backup? Colorado 250 Megabyte tape backup unit available If you would like to improve you for audiophiles, schedules guest speakers weekly. Call 6-9090 for appointment.

**For Sale**

**Apartment to Share** Large room in shared apartment available starting in January. Close to campus (10 minute walk) and T/Central Sq. $300/month + utilities. Call Pradeep at 492-6229 or email pradeep@mit.edu. Non-smokers please!

**Apartment/room wanted near Kendall Square.** Student, extremely nice guy. Call Abdul at 225-8173.

**For Sale**

**4 Bedroom House** 58 M. dome, 3 bathrooms, hardwood floors, large deck and yard. $S75,000. Call 809-6767.

**For Sale**

**4 Bedroom House** 58 M. dome, 3 bathrooms, hardwood floors, large deck and yard. $S75,000. Call 809-6767.

**Apartment/Room Wanted** near Kendall Square. Student, extremely nice guy. Call Abdul at 225-8173.

---

**Advertising Policies**

Contact Callie at 5 p.m. two days before day of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied by a complete address and phone number. Send checks to Tech Classifieds, 50 Foster St., Room 483, Cambridge, MA 02139. Account numbers for MIT classifieds accepted. Sorry, no "bewanted" ads. Contact our office for more details at 258-8324

---

**PUZZLE SOLUTIONS FROM LAST ISSUE**

**ACROSS**

1. **John Wayne movie** (In, 5 wds.)
2. **5 Barry Fitzgerald**
3. **Premier meaning** (v.t.)
4. **Eye part**
5. **Pedestrian Claude**
6. **Fusges**
7. **Fila**
8. **Walt Disney Anos**
9. **When?**
10. **14 Genesis** (2 wds.)
11. **Part of a nunch**
12. **Wasn't**
13. **Army officer (slang)**
14. **— Unfair**
15. **These trees**
16. **Part of a diamond**
17. **Try**
18. **Former campus organization**
19. **Big name in journals (2 wds.)**
20. **Car feature, for short**
21. **14 New Year**
22. **Reve The cocktail**
23. **Fro**
24. **Luged**
25. **4 Prefix or suffix**
26. **Elegance**
27. **Mr. Kreiden**
28. **14 Mexican**
29. **14 Anaheim**
30. **14 Electric**
31. **14 Meal time**
32. **14 Upper West Side**
33. **14 Hilltop Templeton**
34. **14 Site show attraction**
35. **14 Needs of a**
36. **14 Tarts (2 wds.)**
37. **14 Corny as...**
38. **14 All the ground**
39. **14 Investigated**
40. **14 Portable recipient**
41. **14 Instant**
42. **14 Authors**
43. **14 Word with manic or beauty** (2 wds.)
44. **14 PDD**
45. **14 Adoptive**
46. **14 with it**
47. **14 CRESCENT**
48. **14 Coined by brilliant author**
49. **14 Skinn**
50. **14 High-speed plane**

**DOWN**

1. **Appearance causes**
2. **Stood calmly**
3. **Shore thing**
4. **— old cowhand...**
5. **— Top-shaped**
6. **Last to line**
7. **Stall in mud**
8. **Miss Harper, for short**
9. **14—**
10. **Fish hook**
11. **14—**
12. **14—**
13. **14—**
14. **14—**
15. **14—**
16. **14—**
17. **14—**
18. **14—**
19. **14—**
20. **14—**
21. **14—**
22. **14—**
23. **14—**
24. **14—**
25. **14—**
26. **14—**
27. **14—**
28. **14—**
29. **14—**
30. **14—**
31. **14—**
32. **14—**
33. **14—**
34. **14—**
35. **14—**
36. **14—**
37. **14—**
38. **14—**
39. **14—**
40. **14—**
41. **14—**
42. **14—**
43. **14—**
44. **14—**
45. **14—**
46. **14—**
47. **14—**
48. **14—**
49. **14—**
50. **14—**

---

**PIZZEL SOLUTONS FROM NEXT EDITION**

**By Jim**

---

**Solutions in the Next Edition of THE TECH**

---

**By Jim**

---

**Today I was washing dishes.**

---

**At one point she reached out her arm and tried to grab a plate I was holding.**

---

**If I noticed it had some cheese residue on it.**

---

**Mr. Peterson was sitting on the counter, watching.**

---

**I noticed it had some cheese residue on it.**
Save So Much Money
Flying Home You’ll Need A New Excuse To Borrow Some When You Get There.
SPORTS

Women's Volleyball Beats Babson, Bows to Smith

By Daniel Wang

The women's volleyball team concluded its first of two post-season tournaments Saturday at the New England Women's Eight Conference Tournament. The Engineers, as the top seed, had home court advantage for the first round, then advanced to play the latter rounds at Mount Holyoke College.

MIT defeated Babson College in the first round, 3-0, but then suffered an upset in the semifinals to Smith College. The results gave the team an overall record of 30-7. Despite the loss, the women have still qualified for further post-season play.

First round against Babson

The action commenced Thursday night at the home court of the higher seeded team, the Engineers. MIT faced Babson, a team it defeated 3-1 in the regular season, at DuPont Gymnasium in front of a small but supportive crowd. The Engineers clearly proved to be a stronger team, winning once again, in three straight games.

In each of the three games, the Engineers took the early lead and never looked back. MIT scored the first five points, and ran up a 13-2 score largely due to good serving and many unreturnable kills by the entire lineup.

Control of the ball then went back and forth for a while, as neither team could win points while serving. After conceding a few points to Babson, MIT closed out the first game, 15-6, when Kamilah Alexander '96 sent an unreturnable spike down the middle of the Babson half of the court.

In the third game, the Engineers built up a 10-0 lead, with the help of some offensive errors by Babson. With a comfortable lead, head coach Cindy Gregory called a number of substitutions to have bench players involved in the action.

The new combinations of players affected the team and its ability to work together, as it was struggling a little to win the following points. As a result, Babson evened the deficit to come as close as 13-9. Just as Babson threatened to come up quickly, MIT regained control after a play where Dozono jumped up seemingly ready to attempt to spike, but then pushed the ball barely out of reach of the defenders. MIT received a timeout, and took advantage of it to win two straight points, the game, and the match, 15-6, 15-4, 15-9.

Alexander led the offensive statistics with nine kills out of 21 attempts. The next best effort came from Pareen Dhalla '95, who recorded five kills out of 21 attempts, followed by Whitney Pine '98 and Colleen Jooson G, who both had three. Dozono, the setter, provided 22 assists.

The Engineers had beaten twice during the regular season, but this day, it was Babson's turn to experience their own season's first defeat. The Engineers were quickly derailed by a successful block by Dione Sturd '96, followed by two consecutive service winners by Stacey Dozono '97.

The pressure by the MIT defense led in digs with eight, followed by Whitney Pine '98 and Colleen Jooson G, who both had three. Dozono, the setter, provided 22 assists.

The Engineers had beaten twice during the regular season, but this day, it was Babson's turn to experience their own season's first defeat. The Engineers were quickly derailed by a successful block by Dione Sturd '96, followed by two consecutive service winners by Stacey Dozono '97.

In the third game, the Engineers built up a 10-0 lead, with the help of some offensive errors by Babson. With a comfortable lead, head coach Cindy Gregory called a number of substitutions to have bench players involved in the action.

The new combinations of players affected the team and its ability to work together, as it was struggling a little to win the following points. As a result, Babson evened the deficit to come as close as 13-9. Just as Babson threatened to come up quickly, MIT regained control after a play where Dozono jumped up seemingly ready to attempt to spike, but then pushed the ball barely out of reach of the defenders. MIT received a timeout, and took advantage of it to win two straight points, the game, and the match, 15-6, 15-4, 15-9.

Alexander led the offensive statistics with nine kills out of 21 attempts. The next best effort came from Pareen Dhalla '95, who recorded five kills out of 21 attempts, followed by Whitney Pine '98 and Colleen Jooson G, who both had three. Dozono, the setter, provided 22 assists.

The Engineers had beaten twice during the regular season, but this day, it was Babson's turn to experience their own season's first defeat. The Engineers were quickly derailed by a successful block by Dione Sturd '96, followed by two consecutive service winners by Stacey Dozono '97.

In the third game, the Engineers built up a 10-0 lead, with the help of some offensive errors by Babson. With a comfortable lead, head coach Cindy Gregory called a number of substitutions to have bench players involved in the action.

The new combinations of players affected the team and its ability to work together, as it was struggling a little to win the following points. As a result, Babson evened the deficit to come as close as 13-9. Just as Babson threatened to come up quickly, MIT regained control after a play where Dozono jumped up seemingly ready to attempt to spike, but then pushed the ball barely out of reach of the defenders. MIT received a timeout, and took advantage of it to win two straight points, the game, and the match, 15-6, 15-4, 15-9.

Alexander led the offensive statistics with nine kills out of 21 attempts. The next best effort came from Pareen Dhalla '95, who recorded five kills out of 21 attempts, followed by Whitney Pine '98 and Colleen Jooson G, who both had three. Dozono, the setter, provided 22 assists.

The Engineers had beaten twice during the regular season, but this day, it was Babson's turn to experience their own season's first defeat. The Engineers were quickly derailed by a successful block by Dione Sturd '96, followed by two consecutive service winners by Stacey Dozono '97.